WHAT’S NEW

at the
Bozeman
Public Library

MAY 2010

Fiction

The Girl who Chased the Moon.
The Last Time I Saw You.
The Aloha Quilt.
Claude & Camille.
Wild Ride.
The Creation of Eve.
The Bradshaw Variations.
Venetia Kelly's Traveling Show.
The Barbary Pirates.
Good to a Fault.
The Walk.
A Murderous Procession.
Something Red.
Abraham Lincoln.
The Line.
31 Bond Street.
In the Company of Angels.
Take Three.
Imperfect Birds.
The Telling.
Matterhorn.
Solar.
Pearl of China.
Bite Me.
The Original of Laura.
Fragile Beasts.
Morning's Refrain.
House Rules.
The Imperfectionists.
Sarah A. Allen
Linwood Barclay
Elizabeth Berg
Katherine Center
Jennifer Chiaverini
Stephanie Cowell
Jennifer Crusie
Lynn Cullen
Rachel Cusk
Frank Delaney
William Dietrich
Marina Endicott
Richard Paul Evans
Ariana Franklin
Jennifer Gilmore
Seth Grahame-Smith
Olga Grushin
Ellen Horan
Thomas E. Kennedy
Karen Kingsbury
Anne Lamott
Beverly Lewis
Karl Marlantes
Ian McEwan
Anchee Min
Christopher Moore
Vladimir Nabokov
Tawni O'Dell
Tracie Peterson
Jodi Picoult
Tom Rachman

Mystery

Holly Blues.
The Bone Thief.
Nowhere to Run.
Cat of the Century.
Caught.
The Black Cat.
Laughed 'til He Died.
The City of Lost Girls.
Trial by Fire.
Deception.
The Executor.
Tooth and Claw.
Still Midnight.
Known to Evil.
A River in the Sky.
The Moonlit Earth.

Science Fiction

Backlash.
The Spirit Lens.
Dust Borne.
At the Gates of Darkness.
Shades of Grey.
Starbound.
The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms.
Darth Bane.
Catalyst.
Arms-Commander.
The Ruling Sea.
Live Free or Die.
Liberating Atlantis.
Duality.
Hedda's Sword.
The Domino Pattern.

Karen Robards
Ann B. Ross
Jill Shalvis
Haywood Smith
Tatjana Soli
Danielle Steel
Jeffrey Stepakoff
Wendy Webb
Robert Whitlow
E.O. Wilson

Susan Wittig Albert
Jefferson Bass
C.J. Box
Rita Mae Brown
Harlan Coben
Martha Grimes
Carolyn Hart
Declan Hughes
J.A. Jance
Jonathan Kellerman
Jesse Kellerman
Nigel McCrery
Denise Mina
Walter Mosley
Elizabeth Peters
Christopher Rice
Kelli Stanley

Aaron Allston
Carol Berg
Patricia Briggs
Steven Erikson
R. E. Feist
Jasper Fforde
Joe Haldeman
N.K. Jemisin
Drew Karpyshyn
Anne McCaffrey
L.E. Modesitt, Jr.
Robert V.S. Redick
John Ringo
Harry Turtledove
Renée Wildes
Renée Wildes
Timothy Zahn
Nonfiction
070.92 Someone Will Be With You Shortly. L. Kogan
155.232 Anxious to Please. James Rapson
155.234 The Genius in All of Us. David Shenk
155.28 Reading People. Jo-Ellan Dimitrius
155.92 A Book of Silence. Sara Maitland
248.4 The Secret to True Happiness. Joyce Meyer
248.843 I Can’t Do It All! Tracie Peterson
248.8435 The Man Whisperer. Rick Johnson
248.845 Trend-Savvy Parenting. Mary Manz Simon
248.86 Fearless. Max Lucado
270 Christianity. Diarmaid MacCulloch
277.3 Jesus, Jobs, and Justice. Bettye Collier-Thomas
299.7 The World We Used to Live In. Vine Deloria
306.8745 Making Toast. Roger Rosenblatt
324.973 The Audacity to Win. David Plouffe
330.973 Freefall. Joseph E. Stiglitz
338.4 At the Crossroads. Abe Aamidor
362.829 Arrested. Wes Denham
363.7 Hey Mr. Green. Bob Schildgen
364.1633 Identity Theft for Dummies. M. Arata
391.65 Great Book of Tattoo Designs. Lora S. Irish
427.09 How The Irish Invented Slang. Daniel Cassidy
523.8 The Stargazer’s Guide. Emily Winterburn
576.8 The Greatest Show on Earth. Richard Dawkins
599.5 The Whale. Philip Hoare
613.2 Eat Your Way to Happiness. Elizabeth Somer
616.97506 The Food Intolerance Bible. A. Haynes
617.564 The Truth about Back Pain. Todd Sinett
618.2 Your High-Risk Pregnancy. Diana Raab
618.2 The Midwife. Jennifer Worth
635.0942182 The Family Kitchen Garden. K. Liebreich
636 Backyard Livestock. Steven Thomas
636.0887 Pet Clean-Up Made Easy. Don Aslett
636.8 Your Cat. Elizabeth M. Hodgkins
636.8092 Making Rounds with Oscar. David Dosa
641.013 The Sweet Life in Paris. David Lebovitz
641.5 Good Eats. Alton Brown
690.837 Designing Your Natural Home. D. Pearson
739.27029 Jewelry & Gems. Antoinette Matlins
741.2 Drawing with Pencils & Pastels. H. Harrison
746.0463 Wool Pets. Laurie Sharp
746.43 Socks from the Toe Up. Wendy D. Johnson
746.46 Snowball Quilts. Tammy Kelly
746.46 Strata Various Quilts. Barbara Persing
779.9973 Visions of America. Joseph Sohn
791.4372 The Art of Avatar. Lisa Fitzpatrick
796.63 Montana Singletrack. Will Robertson
814.6 Chelsea Chelsea Bang Bang. Chelsea Handler
822.33 Contested Will. James Shapiro
891.709 The Possessed. Elif Batuman
910.202 Rick Steves' Travel as a Political Act. Michael N. Demers
910.285 GIS for Dummies. Michael N. Demers
910.9 The Book of Exploration. Ray Howgego
914.5049 Italian Hours. Henry James
917.104 Ride the Rising Wind. Barbara Kingscote
917.8752 Yellowstone Drift. John Holt
940.54211 With Wings like Eagles. Michael Korda
940.548173 Until Victory Comes. Gene Garrison
942.038 Mistress of the Monarchy. Alison Weir
942.164 The House by the Thames. Gillian Tindall
945.091 Keeping the Feast. Paula Butterlin
973 American Conspiracies. Jesse Ventura
973.2 Home Life in Colonial Days. Alice Morse Earle
973.82 Yellowstone Command. Jerome A. Greene
977.544 Population, 485. Michael Perry
978.603082 Montana Women Homesteaders. Xavier Richer

Biography
FOX Elsie Fox. Karen Stevenson
FRANCIS Planetwalker. John Francis
GUTHRIE Under the Big Sky. Jackson J. Benson
HAMILTON Don’t Mind if I Do. George Hamilton
MAYS Willie Mays. James S. Hirsch
ROVE Courage and Consequence. Karl Rove
VAN BLARISON An Uncommon Journey. H. N. Hyatt
VILAR Impossible Motherhood. Irene Vilar

Large Type
613.2 The End of Overeating. David Kessler
814.54 Andy Rooney. Andrew A. Rooney
A Love for All Time. Dorothy Garlock
The Diary.

CD (Book)
299.7 The Teachings of Don Juan. Carlos Castaneda
302.3 Connected. Nicholas A. Christakis
302.3 Connected. Nickerson
796.357 The Yankee Years. Joe Torre
The Prince of Tides. Pat Conroy
The Last of the Mohicans. James Fenimore Cooper
Every Man Dies Alone. Hans Fallada
Apple Turnover Murder. Joanne Fluke
The Other Boleyn Girl. Philippa Gregory
The Queen's Fool. Philippa Gregory
The Virgin's Lover. Philippa Gregory
Les Miserables. Victor Hugo
Sons and Lovers.  D.H. Lawrence
Moby Dick.  Herman Melville
Worst Case.  James Patterson
The Song is You.  Arthur Phillips
House Rules.  Jodi Picoult

**Playaway**
BIO KIDD  Traveling with Pomegranates.  S. Kidd
Plum Pudding Murder.  Joanne Fluke
Pursuit of Honor.  Vince Flynn
Altar of Eden.  James Rollins

**CD (Music)**
POP/ROCK  Curse Your Branches.  Bazan
POP/ROCK  The Tigers have Spoken.  Neko Case
POP/ROCK  Violator.  Depeche Mode
POP/ROCK  Living Thing.  Peter, Bjorn and John
POP/ROCK  Flowers.  The Rolling Stones

**DVD**
152.4  This Emotional Life.
211  Religulous.
330.122  Capitalism.
352.23  The Last Royals.
364.1523  The Thin Blue Line.
364.1524  JFK.
520  The Universe.
551.21  Volcano: Nature's Inferno.
621.1683  Crude.
741.65  The September Issue.
780.92  Leonard Bernstein, Omnibus.
796.323  More than a Game.
822.33  Shakespeare Retold.
914.04  Rick Steves' Europe.
917.3  Before There were Parks.
917.904  Explore the Grand Staircase.
939.21  Troy.
978.6032  The World of K. D. Swan.
After Life.
Almost Famous.
American History X.
American Psycho.
Blue Velvet.
Broken Arrow.
Broken Embraces.

The Caine Mutiny.
A Clockwork Orange.
Coco before Chanel.
The Damned United.
The Devil's Brigade.
Endgame.
The Informant!
The IT Crowd.
A League of Their Own.
The Man from Snowy River.
Northfork.
Paradise Postponed.
Pie in the Sky.
Precious.
Return to Snowy River.
Sands of Iwo Jima.
A Serious Man.
State of Play.
The Stoning of Soraya M.
A Streetcar Named Desire.
The 39 Steps.
What About Bob?